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Abstract
According to an influential characterisation of reflective equilibrium, it is a kind of
algorithm for licensing explicitly normative claims in philosophical inquiries. Call this
the machine-view of reflective equilibrium. The machine-view implies a causal relation
between input and output data that is devoid of human agency in any significant sense. In
this paper, I argue for a neo-Aristotelian alternative view. According to this view, the
judgement that is called forth in the decision procedure of reflective equilibrium is a
rational response of an epistemic agent, which integrates the whole of her character as a
knower, both cognitive and affective, and which cannot be reduced to the explicit
following of rules or an algorithm. Unlike the machine-view, this alternative account is
able to support the dynamic structure and the normative status of the decision procedure.

Keywords Reflective equilibrium . Experimental philosophy. Justification . Phronesis .
Eudemonia

In many domains of inquiry such as the epistemic, the moral, and the political,
reflective equilibrium has become an influential approach in figuring out what to
believe or which principle to embrace. In a narrow reflective equilibrium, this is
achieved by putting into coherence particular judgements and a set of principles
(Goodman 1956). In a wide reflective equilibrium, this is achieved by allowing other
background facts, both theoretical and empirical, to play a role in determining the belief
or the principle that survives the revisionary pressure from various levels of the
procedure (Rawls 1971, 1974; Daniels 1979, 1980).

However, champions of this method are not always clear about what kind of
justification-conferring process it is. One influential characterisation is that it is a kind
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of Bblack box^ that takes intuitions (and perhaps other data) as input and produces
implicitly or explicitly normative claims as outputs (Weinberg et al., 2001). Call this the
machine-view of reflective equilibrium. The machine-view supports a causal relation
between input and output data that is devoid of human agency in any significant sense.

In this paper, I argue for a neo-Aristotelian alternative view. According to this view, the
judgement that is called forth in the decision procedure of reflective equilibrium is a
rational response of an epistemic agent, which integrates the whole of her character as a
knower, both cognitive and affective, and which cannot be reduced to the explicit
following of rules or an algorithm. Unlike the machine-view, this alternative account is
able to support the dynamic structure and the normative status of the decision procedure.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section presents a characterisation
of the machine-view of reflective equilibrium. As it turns out, the view does not only
have implausible consequences, it is also incapable of showing why the outcome of
such a procedure ought to be taken seriously. An extant proposal to address these
worries is examined and shown to be unsatisfactory as well. The second section
suggests that what is needed is a whole new framework that moves beyond the causal
relation between input and output data devoid of human agency. The framework is
fleshed out in terms of an agent-based neo-Aristotelian account. The third section
argues that two accounts of normativity follow from this framework. And the conclu-
sion draws some implications for the broader debate about philosophical methodology
in the analytic tradition.

1 The Machine-View of Reflective Equilibrium

The method of reflective equilibrium was first advocated for by Goodman and applied
by Rawls in his political theory (Rawls 1971, 1974). Goodman thought that deductive
and inductive practices and principles can both be justified by bringing them into
agreement, and this agreement is sufficient for their justification (Goodman 1956). This
is narrow reflective equilibrium, as the set of beliefs and principles are only those of the
agent concerned. Extending this picture into wide reflective equilibrium, Rawls thought
that the circle of the justificatory support should be expanded to include the agent’s
other beliefs, background theories, and those of other domains (Rawls 1951, 1971, see
also Daniels 1979, 1980). It is important to note that this method is not only used in the
field of political and moral philosophy but has been extended to other philosophical
domains as well, including epistemology (see for instance, Pritchard 2012),
metaphysics, and even to the entire field of analytic philosophy (Bealer 1998).

However, in various papers (Stich 1988, 1998; Stich & Nisbett 1980), but most
importantly and explicitly in Weinberg et al. (2001), Stich and colleagues advocate for
a machine-view of reflective equilibrium according to which it is a black box or
automatic algorithm having the following properties:

(i) The strategy must take epistemic intuitions as data or input. (It can also exploit
various other sorts of data) (ii.) It must produce, as output, explicitly or implicitly
normative claims or principles about matters epistemic. Explicitly normative
claims include regulative claims about how we ought to go about the business
of belief formation, claims about the relative merits of various strategies for belief
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formation, and evaluative claims about the merits of various epistemic situations.
Implicitly normative claims include claims to the effect that one or another
process of belief formation leads to justified beliefs or to real knowledge or that
a doxastic structure of a certain kind amounts to real knowledge. (iii) The output
of the strategy must depend, in part, on the epistemic intuitions it takes as input. If
provided with significantly different intuitions, the strategy must yield signifi-
cantly different output (Weinberg et al. p. 432).

A number of points are in order here. To begin with, it should be noted that although
Weinberg, Nichols, and Stich are after a bigger game here, namely, an entire tradition of
methods in analytic philosophy that depends on the use of intuitions to make claims
about how we ought to go about the business of forming and revising our beliefs, they
are explicit that the method of reflective equilibrium is the most familiar target of this
portrait and attack. A second point is that once this machine-view of reflective
equilibrium is in place, such that the output, as their last point above indicates, is
causally or counterfactually related to the input, the door to the indictment of the
procedure of reflective equilibrium is thrown wide open.

To see this, notice that this conception of reflective equilibrium serves an agenda in
the programme of negative Experimental Philosophy of Weinberg et al. (2001). For
once it is accepted that the belief or theory an agent in reflective equilibrium winds up
with is causally or counterfactually dependent on some given data or beliefs or classes
of intuitions that the agent begins with; then the entire process stands or falls on those
input data, beliefs or classes of intuition. This in turn would lend an important urgency
to the arbitrariness objection of negative Experimental Philosophy. According to this
objection, it seems totally arbitrary, egocentric, and ethnocentric to allow the intuition
of an agent in a given culture to figure in the reflective equilibrium that would license
the valuational norms of justification and knowledge in analytic philosophy when given
different intuitions of an agent from a different culture or background, this same
reflective equilibrium would license a different valuational norms of justification and
knowledge. In Stich (1990), there is the proposal that cultural variation in epistemic
intuition along this line is possible. InWeinberg et al. (2001), there is the claim of actual
evidence of this variation.

Note too that the cogency of this arbitrariness worry depends on whether reflective
equilibrium works in accord with the machine-view, such that the output belief or
intuition is causally or counterfactually dependent on the input belief or intuition. If this
view is false, then this objection loses its force as well.

Apart from the arbitrariness worry, a second worry rests on the supposition of a
causal/counterfactual relation between input data and output belief or principle of the
machine-view. Reflective equilibrium is presented as a system that operates almost
mechanically; a kind of algorithm, so to say, that is devoid of the indeterminacy of
human agency. If the machine-view is true, then it is natural to wonder, as many have,
whether in the context of the goal of inquiry––justification, truth, or knowledge––the
method is adequate for that goal since the slide into errors in output beliefs cannot be
foreclosed in any serious sense once we plug in some strange input data. For example,
DePaul observes that Bgiven enough screwy initial beliefs and unusual judgements
about how to resolve conflicts, an inquirer could end up accepting just about anything
in reflective equilibrium” (DePaul 1998, p. 298). In principle, nothing also prevents an
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agent from adopting the gambler fallacy in a game of chance: BThese people infer that
the likelihood of throwing a seven in a game of craps increases each time a non-seven is
thrown. What is more, there is every reason to think that the principle underlying their
inference is in reflective equilibrium for them^ (Stich 1988, P. 397). Moreover, too
easily it could lead to the endorsement of regression errors and erroneous analysis of
covariation, principles which can be in reflective equilibrium for any agent but are
never justified for him or her (Stich & Nisbett 1980, Stich 1998). In general, under the
machine-view, it is hard to expect the procedure of reflective equilibrium to be truth-
conducive.

These two worries, arbitrariness and truth-conduciveness are worries about the
normativity of reflective equilibrium. This is so because they raise the question about
our reasons for taking the procedure seriously.

However, DePaul’s own proposal does not even begin to address them. According to
him, we need to settle for something else, namely, on a notion of rationality that drops
out from the following characterisation of what the method requires an agent to do:

(I): Reflect upon the logical and evidential relations that hold between her initial
intuitive judgements and the other beliefs and theories she accepts, between
these judgements and the emerging theory she is constructing to account for
them, between this emerging theory and any relevant background beliefs or
theories she accepts, and so on.

(II): Whenever these reflections uncover some sort of conflict or incoherence among
beliefs, resolve the conflict by revising beliefs in the way that comes to seem
most likely to be correct upon thorough reflection, that is, after considering
everything she believes that might be relevant (DePaul 1998, p.301).

The result according to him is that Bany method of philosophical inquiry that is an
alternative to reflective equilibrium is irrational^ since it would imply that one should
abandon reflection, or one should reflect incompletely, or one should not believe what
seems most likely to be true (DePaul 1998, p. 300).

Even so, one might worry that the notion of rationality here is even too weak. For it
comes down to the claim that we should bother about reflective equilibrium in our
beliefs or principles otherwise we would be irrational. This is both a minimalist and a
negative portrait of the epistemic status of reflective equilibrium. It is also at odds with
what advocates often have in mind when they talk about it. For example, Goodman and
Rawls argued that it is sufficient for justification. Others hold a stronger view and think
about it as necessary for the justification of any belief or principle. Smith says that it is
among the Bplatitudes^ about morality that a well-ordered inquiry in the moral sphere
has this kind of justification (Smith 2007). And Scanlon says, Bit seems to me that this
method, properly understood, is in fact the best way of making up one’s mind about
moral matters and about many other subjects. Indeed, it is the only defensible method:
apparent alternatives to it are illusory^ (Scanlon 2003, p.149). Moreover, one might
also worry that DePaul’s account makes reflective equilibrium too broad an activity
because it becomes the only rational form of inquiry that we are engaged in if we are
engaged in any rational form of inquiry at all. It is plausible that one can be engaged in
a rational form of inquiry without engaging in the intellectual activity we normally
would call Breflective equilibrium.^
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Against this backdrop, it seems more promising to begin addressing the normativity
question raised by the two worries, arbitrariness and truth-conduciveness, by an initial
rejection of the machine-view. A more fundamental reason for so doing, however, is
that the portrait of the procedure by the machine-view is false. Reflective equilibrium is
a complex decision procedure with a much more indeterminate outcome.

2 A Neo-Aristotelian View of Reflective Equilibrium

It is both misleading and false to conceive of reflective equilibrium as a kind of
automatic algorithm whose output theory is causally or counterfactually dependent
on its input data. In the actual use of this method, their relationship is much more
complex and indeterminate.

To begin with, it must be admitted that there is no way of stipulating in advance any
set of necessary and sufficient conditions that would be right for all cases where one
needs to square a set of Brelevant data^ into a stable equilibrium. Even if for theoretical
purposes a general pattern can be discerned, in the actual use of reflective equilibrium,
such general patterns cannot be taken as offering something like a rigid formula or
algorithm for generating a target theory, principle or belief. And the reason for this, as
Duhem reminded us, is that at any given moment, no set of data conclusively lends
credence to a particular theory. On the contrary, there is an underdetermination of
theory by the data (Duhem 1954).

In the context of reflective equilibrium, this means that at any given moment of
reflection, the theorist would realise that many candidate principles or theories can fit
the evidence in the form of data, intuition, or beliefs, and that there is no fact of the
matter that would license which one to be chosen. Rather, making that evaluation
requires something like the theorist’s Bgood judgement.^ And it is this good judgement
that holds constant throughout the process, if anything is. Notice that like the scientist,
the philosopher engaged in reflective equilibrium has to decide which class of intuition,
conviction or belief has to be dismissed, and which against relevant background
theories has to force emendation in the theory. Those that Bstand fast^ and that cannot
plausibly be rejected must be accommodated or accounted for; and those that do not are
dismissed as mere Bnoise^. It is hard to understand a process, which calls for treating
the various classes of one’s intuition or data in this manner as manifesting a causal or
counter-factual relationship between a set of input data and output theory or principle.
The truth is that we do not have any predetermined knowledge about this relationship
relative to any process of reflective equilibrium. A class of intuition or data can simply
be dismissed all things considered.

To give a concrete feel of this process, consider the case of constructing a theory of
knowledge, as elaborated by Pritchard (2012). In arriving at a stable theory of knowl-
edge, the philosopher has to assign varying Bweight^ on various classes of intuitions
such as the philosopher’s initial and virtuous intuitions, and the intentional and
extensional intuitions about knowledge as a concept. The claim then is that the
philosopher’s good judgement is required in resolving the conflicting claims each class
of intuitions would make on the process. Thus, if a class of intuition of less evidential
weight (e.g., the initial intuition) clashes with another class of intuition of more
evidential weight (e.g., the extensional intuition about knowledge), the conflict can
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and is usually resolved in favour of the latter. This is another way in which the causal/
counterfactual view is false.

Furthermore, good judgement is also required in knowing what counts as Brelevant^ and
Bsufficient^ evidence for even the entire procedure of reflective equilibrium. This is
important because usually whether in philosophical or scientific practice, the theorist has
to make a settled judgement about the theory even when the available evidence is
Bincomplete^ in some relevant sense due to the contingency of human knowledge and
the limits of human cognitive faculties. Dancy emphasizes this point when he observed that:

Competent moral judges do not need to be aware of everything that just might
make a difference in order to determine whether it does or not; they don’t even, I
would claim, need to be aware of everything that does make a difference, any
more than the competent chess player needs to be aware of all the indefinitely
ramifying contributions of the different aspects of the position in front of her in
order to reach a responsible judgement about what move there is most reason to
make. We don’t have to know everything before we can make a start at all (Dancy
2004, p. 142).

However, the key question is, how might one understand such Bgood judgements^?
According to the agent-based tradition that goes back to Aristotle, such judgements are
the manifestation of the virtue of phronesis and its subordinate virtues, for they are the
quintessential intellectual virtues for fixing indeterminate boundaries in practical delib-
eration (NE 1095b4-8).1 Crucially, although in the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle was
concerned with practical deliberation, it is good to note that he also thought that
theoretical deliberation is a special kind of practical deliberation because the former
is a kind of action and activity (Pol. 1325b 16-21).

Moreover, as a decision procedure, reflective equilibrium has every element of prac-
tical deliberation. Like practical deliberation, one is also trying to make up one’s mind in a
target domain with an indeterminate evidence and in a unique context. Arguably, in both
too, Bthere is a sort of target, Band with an Beye on this that one tightens or loosens his
string^ (NE 1138b19-21). In theoretical deliberation about what to believe in reflective
equilibrium, one is looking for the best fit between one’s principle and the evidence; in
practical deliberation of what to do, one is looking for the point that lies between excess
and deficiency, as Aristotle would put it. According to this tradition, phronesis invariably
makes our goal-oriented activity of deliberation right by rightly grasping the nature of
what constitutes the human good, whether in action or in belief; in action, this is the good,
in belief this is justification, truth or knowledge.

As an intellectual virtue, phronesis, however, is the mountain top of this ability of
good judgement. According to Aristotle, this ability is also associated with other
subordinate intellectual virtues that are entailed by phronesis but jointly do not entail
it. They include Bdeliberative excellence^ about what is good and beneficial for oneself,
and for people in general (NE 1140a28-1140b); the Bjudgement^ that makes one
perceptive and insightful in one’s understanding of a given situation (NE 1143a1-22);
Bdiscernment^ that makes one to correctly see what is true (NE 1143a24), and

1 NE for Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. All references to Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics are from Crisp's
(2004) translation and edition.
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Bintelligence^ by which one becomes appreciative of the particularity of the circum-
stances of choice (NE 1143a24-b17). It has been suggested that these lower intellectual
virtues are Bstages in the development of phronesis, with the proviso that many people
may never develop beyond the subordinate traits^ and that Bfull-fledged phronesis is
much rarer in human life than are the subordinate traits^ (Louden 1997, p.107).

The proposal then is that the exercise of good judgement in reflective equilibrium is the
manifestation of any number of these virtues and not the following of any explicit
algorithm or rules. As Aristotle saw them, these virtues are highly developed perceptual
ability to understand, judge, and give a rational response to a particular situation in inquiry.

This neo-Aristotelian proposal gives us a different way of understanding the ability
of conducting good reflective equilibrium, namely, as socially-based. Unlike the
machine-view, which presents the procedure as purely doxastic, with the agent
brooding over personal beliefs, convictions, and background theories alone; a neo-
Aristotelian agent-based approach sees it as having a social component. One learns
through experience and imitation of others in one’s community in coming to acquire the
ability that is called forth in the decision procedure of reflective equilibrium. And such
an ability is also incomprehensible in someone without this experience and social
connection, conducting his or her equilibrium in some barren wilderness.

More importantly, the proposal is able to defuse the worries about truth-
conduciveness and arbitrariness. It defuses the worry of truth-conduciveness
because activities such as the endorsement of the gambler fallacy, regression
errors, and erroneous analysis of covariation do not have their sources in intellec-
tual virtues. And it defuses the worry of the arbitrariness objection because it
shows that the process is highly dynamic and complex, and not reducible to a
causal/counterfactual or automatic relation between output beliefs or data and
input beliefs or data. It is not going to be possible to predict what would be the
outcome in any determinate sense, not least because the evidence underdetermines
theories, but because in calling on these intellectual virtues, one is responsive to
clues and reasons that cannot be stated in a predetermined structure. This is
important because Aristotle rightly thought that good judgement involves not only
the use of reason but emotion as well, and that good deliberation calls on both
aspects of the agent. As Nussbaum puts it, for Aristotle, Bemotion can play a
cognitive role, and cognition, if it is to be properly informed, must draw on the
work of the emotive elements^ (Nussbaum 1990, pp.78).

3 Two Accounts of Normativity

A neo-Aristotelian approach to reflective equilibrium can give a richer account of what
sort of normativity is expressed by the procedure than the machine-view. Two such
accounts are possible. The first is virtue reliabilism: reflective equilibrium is conducive
to the attainment of true beliefs and principles in any domain of inquiry. The intellectual
virtue of phronesis and its subordinate parts account for this possibility.

An even better story is plausible. On this story, regulating one’s doxastic life in this
manner, that is, through a reflective equilibrium driven by intellectual virtues, is not
immediately answerable to some external value like truth or truth conduciveness, however
important it may be. It is simply constitutive of a flourishing life, Bof faring well^ and
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Bliving well,^ to so proceed. Or to put it differently, activities in accordance with the
virtues Bmust be worthy of choice in themselves^ irrespective of their outcome (NE
1144a1-2).

There is another way to see this. In one of his remarks in the NE, Aristotle makes the
following distinction between good deliberation and lucky deliberation: BHaving
deliberated well, however, seems to be something good, since the sort of correctness
in deliberation that comprises good deliberation is the sort that achieves something
good. But it is also possible to achieve something good through false inference, that is,
to achieve the right result, but not by the right steps, the middle term being false^ (NE
1142b27-32). As a recurrent theme in the NE, one can understand this in the light of the
achievement thesis that rests on the distinction between success in which one gets
things right by deliberation, and success in which one gets things right also but only by
luck. The thought then is that true beliefs or principles reached through reflective
equilibrium have a positive epistemic status because they are a kind of achievements
and the result of deliberative effort in contrast to true beliefs or principles arrived at
without the deliberative effort of reflective equilibrium. The former kind of beliefs and
principles unlike the latter kind reflect well on the inquirer.

4 Conclusion

Champions of the movement of negative Experimental Philosophy aim to raise doubts
about the epistemic credibility of some standard methods in analytic philosophy.
Reflective equilibrium is one of their recent targets. But as we have seen, such attacks
are sometimes based on a mischaracterisation of the methods as they are actually used. I
have argued that a more attractive understanding of the method of reflective equilib-
rium is agent-based to the extent that the method presupposes the use of certain abilities
that cannot be put down to the following of any explicit rules or algorithm. With
necessay adjustments, this approach can show that other pressures mounted on other
methods in analytic philosophy by Weinberg and colleagues (2001) have no genuine
basis.
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